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Board of Trustees Dinner
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McCarthy Center
6:30 p.m.
Board of Trustees Meeting
Alumni Rooffi, McCarthy Center
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AGENDA
1.0 Chails Report (5 minutes)
1.1 Update on trustee nominees
2.0 President's Report (15 minutes)
2.1 Major Priorities for AY2014-15
2.2 Student Presentation
3.0 Secretary's Report (10 minutes)
3.1 Email Addresses
4.0 Student Trustee Report (5 minutes)
5.0 Administration, Finance and Technology (30 minutes)
5.1 Action ltems:
5.1.i Financial statements Approval Delegation ATTACHMENT
5.1.2 Residence Hall Declaration of Official Intent ATTACHMENT
5.1.3 Cash Management Investment Policy ATTACHMENT
5.1.4 Personnel Actions List ATTACHMENT
6.0 Academic Affairs (15 minutes)
6.1, Nutrition StudY UPdate
6.2 Interim Dean Introduction
7.O Enrollment and Student Development (10 minutes)
8.0 New Business
8.1 Pre-meeting dinners
8.2 Meeting materials
9.0 Public Comment
10.0 Adjourn Open Meeting
pursuant to Board of Trustees By-laws, Trustees may reserve 30 minutes at the end of the agenda of their regular
meetings for public participation. Individuals who wish to speak to the Trustees shall so inform the President's Office in
writing, setting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week prior to the meeting. Subject to the Chair's discretion,
individuals will be permitted to speak to the Trustees and will be assigned time within the allotted 30 minutes'
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In Attendance: Trustees' Burchill, Berger-Sweeney, Gardner, Gregory, Logan, Manning, Neshe,
Owyang, Quezada, Richards
1.0 Chair's Report
Chair Burchill welcomed participants to the final Board meeting of the academic year' He noted
that Trustee Owyang was participating by phone due to geographic distance and reminded all
Board members that any and all voting would be by roll call. He called for discussion on the
proposed Board meeting dates for academic year 201.4-15 and there being none, called for a
motion to approve the dates.
On a motion dtily made and seconded, it was unanintottsly uoted by roll call to accept
the follozuirtg tlotes for Board meetings for AY2A14-15: September 16,2014;
Nouember L8,2074, lanuary 27,2015; March 24,2015; and Muy 12,2015'
Chair Burchill called for discussion on the minutes of the March 25,201'4, meeting, and there
being none, he called for a motion to approve the minutes.
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously zroted by roll call to approT'e
the minutes of the March 25,201'4 Board meeting'
*ri**
2.0 President's Report
2.1 Accreditation
president Martin began his remarks with comments about the two major accreditation visits
that occurred just after the March Board meeting. The first draft of the NEASC team report is
expected soon, after which the University will have about one week to respond to any errors of
fact. The team's final report will come out in early- to mid-June, to which the University may
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respond, noting any differences or disagreements in interpretation as well as any actions
initiated since the team's visit.
President Martin noted that the NEASC visiting team expressed "boardenvy," wishing they
each had boards as engaged, knowledgeable and committed as the Framingham State Board.
He stated that all who regularly interact with the Board recognize its ample amounts of wisdom
and good judgment, but it is helpful when a disinterested outsider also recognizes those
attributes. He stated that he spoke for himself and his colleagues in acknowledging how
fortunate the University is for the Board's guidance and commitment.
President Martin then turned to the two Board members who will be leaving the Board after
this meeting, stating that both Bob Richards and Joanne Berger-Sweeney have been superlative
trustees, generous with their time and knowledge, and gentle but direct in their input. He
stated that in their words and in their actions, they consistently Put the University first, and
they would be very hard to replace.
President Martin also acknowledged the leadership of Elaine Beilin and Ellen Zimmerman in
coordinating the entire NEASC self-study process and the visit, noting the skill and effort that
was involved. He stated that he was especially pleased by the NEASC team's affirmation of the
Universit/s progress, especially in the areas of planning/budgeting, assessment, and outreach
to the extemal community, and by the way in which a large part of the University community
came together for the visit. He also commented on the value of the visit in helping the
University to identify the challenges that lie ahead: the need to continue progress on
assessmenf the unpredictability and level of state support and need to develop other revenue
sources; and the challenge in developing the structural underpinnings/capacity to support
growth.
President Martin then addressed the NCATE (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education) review, which came on the heels of the NEASC visit. The NCATE team considered
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all of the University's teacher preparation programs which reach across the curriculum to
almost all departments, evaluating the programs on six standards (Candidate Knowledge /Skill;
Assessment System and Unit Evaluation; Field Experience and Clinical Practice; Diversity;
Faculty Qualifications, Performance and Development; Unit Governance and Resources). The
team indicated their recommendation would be that the University had met all six standards at
both the initial and advanced levels. At the exit meeting, the chair of the team described the
visit as "non-stop perfection." She said their review felt like a continuing visit, not an initial
visit, reflecting a deep understanding of the standards, creating the impression that we had
been at it for longer than we really have been. Many faculty and administrators were involved
with the visit, but special acknowledgement should be given to Kelly Kolodny, professor and
chair of the Education department; Cindy Flores and Sandy Shaw, administrators in the
department who manage placement,licensure, and data collection; and Carol Nichols,
administrative assistant.
President Martin announced that the University had been awarded $120,000 by the Davis
Educational Foundation to extend assessment efforts. Funding will provide training for faculty
to align assessment with curriculum and pedagogy. He thanked Mark Nicholas, director of
assessment, and Jonathan Lee, director of grants and sponsored projects. He pointed out that
Athletics finished 3.a in the Smith Cup (MASCAC) competition and received best in overall
sports, with Women's Soccer, Football, and Women's Basketball finishing in first place and
Women's Volleyball, Field Hockey, Men's Soccer, and Men's Hockey finishing in second place
in the league.
tt, Honorary Degrees
President Martin reminded the Board of the commencement exercises scheduled for Sunday,
May L8, 2014, and asked for a Board vote on the awarding of honorary degrees to
Massachusetts Secretary of Education Matthew Malone, and Horace Mann, posthumously.
,t**)t
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On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously uoted by
roll call to azuard honorary degrees to Massachusetts
Secretary of Education Matthew Malone and Horace Mann, posthumously.
**,t*
2.3 Citizen Laureate Awards
President Martin also announced the recipients of the Citizen Laureate Awards this year:
Dennis Giombetti, an alumnus of the University, who had served for many years on the
Framingham Board of Selectmen and was a helpful liaison to the University, and Robert
Merusi, Director of Parks and Recreation for the Town of Framingham, who worked with
the University in sharing Town fields for Athletics.
Student Trustee Report
Trustee Manning thanked his Board colleagues for their work, remarking that it does not
go unnoticed. He urged the Board to remember that the institution existed for the sake
of the students, and hoped that they would continue to advocate for 50/50 funding and
opportunities for more service leaming and community engagement.
Trustee Manning noted his experience as a first generation college student, stating that
he had applied to only one school 
- 
Framingham State 
- 
and that his parents had asked
him to consider college rather than enlisting in the military. He did that, and was
grateful for his experience here.
He gave his best wishes to the new student trustee, Brandon Martinez, and wished him
luck in the year to come.
4.0 Administration and Finance
Executive Vice President Dale Hamel walked the Board through the major legislative
recommendations that came out of the House Ways and Means budget, including a $400,000
ftf, Framingham State University
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adjustment due to FY14 errors. He noted that while the legislature had provided '50/50'
funding last year in the amount of $15 million to the state universities, the budget this year
allocated only $8 million for the state universities. He stated that the Veteran's Internship
Program had not been funded. The $400,000 amendment to support the MetroWest College
Planning Center, however, was included in the House Ways and Means budget
recommendation.
Dr. Hamel reviewed the "all funds" budget found on page two of the legal size document in the
Board packet, showing $102,177,295 in operating revenues; $I01.,454,037 in operating
expenditures; 945,600,000 in capital expenditures; and 937,870,000 in financial aid, with 25o/. of
those monies awarded as grants. With the current proposed funding from the legislature, fee
increases for FY15 (excluding room and board) were recommended at3o/o, or $240 annually'
The proposed FY15 budget allows for five (5) new tenure track faculty positions, three (3) deans
with one (1) administrative support staff, and five (5) new staff positions, four (4) of which have
been identified.
Dr. Hamel called attention to the unallocated strategic priorities initiatives budget, shown at the
bottom of page 10, noting that many of the strategic initiatives are ongoing with fixed costs,
leaving under M0,000 for new strategic initiatives during fiscal years' 2016 and 1017.
Dr. Hamel asked the Board to grant authority to the Board's Finance Committee to set the final
trust fund budget and fee schedule, since the allocation from the legislature is still not known.
Chair Burchill asked whether the 50/50 funding was still a possibility, and Dr. Hamel replied
that he did not think it would come through. Trustee Gardner asked why some trust fund
budgets appear to have surpluses each year; Dr. Hamel stated that those balances are being
drawn down over a three-year period, and that those monies are reserved for specific purposes.
Framingham State University
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On a motion duly ntade and seconded, it ztas uoted to approae the Framingham State Uniaersity FY2015
Trust Frntd Budgets and associated fee schedules; and to approue delegation to the
Board of Trustees Finance Committee authority to reaiezu artd approae any adjustments to the College
Operatiorts Tntst Ftmd and its associated student fee schedule based on any changes in
assum1ttiorts related to anticipated FY20L5 state funding strltport.t
Notice of any changes in the College Operations Trust Fund and associated student fee
schedule will be provided to the full Board of Trustees at its next regularly scheduled meeting.
Dr. Hamel also called the Board's attention to the last page of the handout, which presented the
impact of the state appropriations on student costs, recognizing that in FY2015, students will be
subsidized by the government in the amount of $19,000 per student.
Dr. Hamel next reviewed the plan for the renovation of the athletic fields on Maple Street,
explaining that the project had increased in scope, which would double the field capacifi
costing an additional $750,000' coupled with a need for $350,000 for the Salem End Road
Parking Projec! Dr. Hamel asked for a motion that would permit use of $1.1 million from the
General Purpose 
- 
General Reserve Trust Fund, to be reimbursed by bond financing likely to
become available in December 201.4.
Trustee Gregory asked why the project scope change had not been brought to the full Board,
grven the cost to the project. Chair Burchill responded that the issue had been discussed at the
Finance Committee meeting, and there had been excitement about the opportunities presented,
and Dr. Hamel had been given the go-ahead. Chair Burchill apologized for the fact that the
matter had not been brought back to the full Board. Trustee Gregory commented that he would
l Trustee Owyang entered the meeting during Dr. Hamel's presentation, eliminating the need for continued roll call
votes.
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have preferred to have approved the scope change first. Trustee Richards echoed Chair
Burchill's comments, apologizing for the oversight, but noting that the project itself had already
been approved and could not be split up. Trustee Gregory asked whether there was any risk of
not getting the bond funding. Dr. Hamel replied that the monies would be forwarded from the
University's reserve funds, with the goal to pay ourselves back in December 2014 through the
bond issuance. He noted that $90,000 had been allocated from the strategic priorities fund
annually to cover associated debt service.
oy s motiort duly madc antl secondetl, ,, ,r,ou., ,)r)o to forwartl funtt 91.1 nrillion front tha Gancrul
Ptrrltose 
- 
General Reserue Tnrst Ftnd to prouide additionql xtpport for the Salem End Parkirtg Lot wtd
Mapte Strcet Athlctic Fietd projccts toith this anrcwtt to be reimbursed Jollotuing bottd issttttttcc'
Dr. Hamel reported that the comprehensive campaign is ahead of its goals, anticipating that
conversations would soon be had regarding adjusting the goal. He pointed out to the Board
that many of the gifts are being restricted by donors, thereby creating a shortfall for the
Foundation Board in terms of its support of the costs of the campaign. He noted that a full
report would be provided in September.
5.0 Academic Affairs
Vice President Vaden-Goad referred to the annual update included in the Board packet. She
noted that the Academic Affairs'update was organized under strategic priorities on the
handout. She called the Board's attention to the hiring update, noting that of twenty (20) tenure
track searches, thirteen (13) were completed. She stated that they had moved the needle on
diversity hiring, with15.02o/o of the total full-time faculty from underrepresented groups, and
62o/o ofnew hires for next year (to date) from underrepresented groups.
Human Resources and Legal Affairs
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Chief of Staff and General Counsel Rita Colucci called the Board's attention to the report from
the Committee on Diversity and Inclusion found in the Board packet, remarking that the
diversity initiative had reached the point where it seemed to be building off its own successes.
On a motion duly made and seconded, it zttts unanimously uoted to
accept the personnel actions list,
7.0 Enrollment and Student Development
Vice President for Enrollment and Student Development Susanne Conley noted the work of
Kathy Martinez, Director of the Multicultural Center, stressing the level of activity and success
the Center has enjoyed this year, due in large part to Kathy's efforts'
Dr. Conley also noted the success of the Student Services Center, a one-stop center for student
services. She expressed disappointment at the failure of the legislature to fund the Veteran's
internship program and said she would be sure to make sure that CHOICE opportunities are
available to veterans.
Trustee Gardner asked whether students were still having trouble getting courses they needed.
Dr. Conley responded that her division worked closely with IT during advising and registration
seasory and the on-line registration system (now in its eighth semester) was working well.
Trustee Manning remarked that in years past, open forums with administrators were filled with
issues about registration, but that this year there were no complaints.
Chair Burchill asked Dr. Conley to provide some more information on college completion
initiatives. Dr. Conley stated that, working with Academic Affairs, there has been a doubling of
students receiving supplemental instruction. They are also working on determining which
credit-bearing math course should be taught. She noted that the needle seems to be stuck on the O
8.
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six year graduation rate and sophomore retention rate, but at least the University is not sliding
backwards. Trustee Gregory asked how we compared to sister schools. Dr. Conley replied that
their numbers for graduation and retention are similar to ours. Dr. Vaden-Goad pointed out
that there have been positive outcomes from the University's partnerships with local high
schools but that these efforts were very energy intensive and had been supported by
performance incentive funds.
Trustee Quezada referred back to comments made by a former student trustee wherein she had
reported that students did not feel as if the information they provided on faculty evaluation
forms had any impact. In light of the positive information just presented, Trustee Quezada
asked whether this information is shared with students. Dr. Conley responded that she gives
the students so much information that they complain about it. She stated that a recent survey
focusing on campus climate had recently been concluded and that the results of that survey
would be shared in the fall. Trustee Manning commented that the climate has changed on
campus, particularly with the opening of the Multicultural Center, and that students don't feel
as awkward with faculty. Trustee Quezada remarked that perception is everything. He asked
whether students felt listened to. Trustee Manning said they do.
8.0 New Business
8.1 Boatd Officers
Chair Burchill asked the Govemance Committee for their recommendations regarding
board officers for AY2014-15. Trustee Gregory reported that the Committee nominated
|oseph Burchill for another term as Chair and Richard Logan for another term as Vice -
Chair.
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on a motion duly made and seconded, it zoas unanimously aoted to appoint
loseph Burchill as Board Chair and Richard Logan as Vice-Chair
of the Framingham State Board of Trustees for AY201"4-15.
8.2 Email Addresses for Trustees
Chief of Staff and General Counsel Rita Colucci advised the Board that Trustees should
be assigned University email addresses to be used for official University business. She
stated that since Trustees would not be in the habit of checking.this account, the
University would send an email to their preferred email account letting them know that
a communication was forthcoming. She also suggested that Trustees could merge the
FSU email account into their preferred accounts, although Trustee Owyang stated that
this could make things harder if email ever needed to be searched. He stated that he
would set up an alert system to notify him about incoming FSU emails. Ms. Colucci
stated that she would send letters with the email addresses and instructions on how to
access the accounts later in the summer. Use of the new emails would being in
September 2014.
8.3 Trustee Emeriti Positions
Chair Burchill again tumed to the Governance Committee for its report on the subject of
Trustee Emeriti Positions. Trust'ee Gregory explained that the position would be voted
on annually, and would enable experienced Trustees to remain active with the Board.
Trustee Richards asked that the language be modified by inserting the words "of the full
board" after the words "two-thirds majority vote." Chair Burchill remarked that the
position would be an excellent way to retain talent on the Board. Trustee Berger-
Sweeney stated that she thought use of the word "emeriti" was not inclusive of both
genders. Chair Burchill asked Ms. Colucci to vet the correct use of the Latin word.
10
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On a ntotion duly made and secondad, it ztuts unnnimously t'oted to
allllroTtc tha positiort of Trustea Enrcritus.t
)t*tF16
8.5 Trustee Liaison to Office of Development and Alumni Relations
Chair Burchill announced that he would like to see a Trustee act in an advisory capacity
to the University's fundraising efforts. He asked that any Trustee interested in taking on
this role contact him.
Chair Burchill thanked Trustee Manning for his time on the Board, noting his
helpfulness on the Board as the student trustee. He asked Trustee Manning to introduce
Brandon Martinez, the new sfudent Trustee, and he welcomed Trustee Martinez to the
Board.
Trustee Gardner asked the Board if it would consider moving the date of the September
Board meeting to September2S or September 30. The Board agreed but was concemed
2 The description reads as follows: The Frominghom Stote Boord of Trustees opproves the creotion of up
to two full-porticipoting, but non-voting, Trustee Emeritus positions. The President ond the Boord of
Trustees will present oll condidotes for Trustee Emeritus positions to the full Boord for consideration
through the BOT Governonce Committee with two-thirds mojority vote of the full Boord required for
approvol. Trustee Emeritus positions would be for one ocademic yeor with opportunity for onnuol
renewol consideration. Boord of Trustee members moy only be considered for Trustee Emeritus
oppointment no earlier than three months after completion of their Board of Trustee terms, ond must
have served two fult terms os o trustee. Trustee Emeritus may olso be appointed to Boord of Trustee
sub-committees as non-voting participants.
7t
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about conflicting with religious holidays in September. After c-hecking, the Board
agreed that September 30,2014 was an acceptable date that did not conflict with any
holidays.
,l 13 rt rt
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously aoted to clunge the date of the September
2014 Board meeting to SEtember 30,201.4.
9.0 Public Comment
There was no public comment.
10.0 Public CommentAdiourn Public Meeting
Chair Burchill asked for a motion to adjoum the meeting.
,F ri rF rt.
,t r+ ,i rt
ri*tF*
On amotion duly made and seeonded, it was unanimously aoted to
adjourn the vpm meeting.
L2
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The meeting adjourned at8:27 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Joseph F. Burchill, Jr.
Chair
Framingham State University, Board of Trustees
Dr. Robert A. Martin
President
Framingham State UniversitY
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FSU Eoard ofTrustees UPdate
Division of Administration, Finance, and lnformation Technology September tL,2Ot4
l. Trustee Action ltems
a. FY}OL4 Independent Audit of Financial Statements
Approval Delegation to Board of Trustees Finance committee
i. Finance committee review and approval of Financial
statements Independent Audit by october 15, 2014 State
ComPtroller deadline
(Finance Committee meeting scheduled for Oct' 14)
b. New Residence Hall Declaration of Official lntent
i. Financing approval for $++Vt (Total Project Cost) in
funding for the new residence hall
c. Cash Management and Investment Policy
Approvafiliffi 
:l';Il';liffi :il'i],?1,:3;'":,il',.,",
Funds, and Core Investment Funds
d. PersonnelActions
i. New faculty and staff appointments approval
Trustee Information/Discussion ltems
a. AY2016 Administration and Finance Division Goals
il.
Attachment #1
Attachment #2
Attachment #3
Attachment #4
Attachment #A
Attachment #A
Administration and Finance Division
AY2016 Goals
A&F Division AY2016 Strateqic Plan Goals
o FSU's comprchensive costs (expenditures and pricelwill rep?iU below the
ltassachuietts state university iverage and University'funded finaneial aid will
continue to be increased
/ ldentify cost efficiencies and implement selective opportunities in
departments and through collaborative programs
/ Develop budget options for Campus and BOT consideration that limits
studeni charges increases and enhances student financialaid
/ tmplement Year Four of the FSU Comprehensive Campaign Plan
o FSU will enhance facilities and technology to meet capacity and academlc
Program needs
,/ Advance Hemenway Hall/Science Laboratory Facility Proiect through current
contract management and second contract funding agreements completion.
,/ Advance New Residence Hall Project
/ Advance Other Capital Master Plan Projects
' O'Connor Hall repositioning (Fall2016)
. CrockeradaPtation/rePairs
' Parking exPansion
. Athletic venues enhancements
' College Planning Center development
' Deferredmaintenanceinvestments
. property acquisitions to support current and luture capacity needs
t Advance DGR Properties Use Agreement
/ lmplement University Technology Initiatives
. lmplement telephone/voice mail, e-mail, and wireless systems upgrades
. Support University Technology Committee initiatives including web site
redesign and support for mobile devices
. Undertake review of Banner processes and implement enhancement projects
o FSU will instill a culture of assessment as the basis for resource provlsionlng
supporting contlnuous lmprovement
r' Continue selective reviews of departmental operations; implement
response Plans
o Examples include ITS Service Management solulion; Business Office
Processes Review; and various risk assessments
/ Allocate resources in support of strategic priorities including aligning
faculty and staff growth with increases in enrollment.
Framingham
State Universitv
Framingham State University
Request for Trustee Action
Date:
Subject:
September 30,20t4
FYIOL  Independent Audit of Financia l Statements Delesation Approval
RESOLUTION
The Framingham State University Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approves delegation to the Board
of Trustees Finance Committee (the "Finance Committee") authority to review and approve the FY2014
lndependent Audit of Financial Statements in order to meet Office of the State Comptroller's deadline of
October 'J.5,2014 for submittal. Final and approved financial statements will be provided to the full Board of
Trustees at its next regularly scheduled meeting.
Framingham
State University
Framingham State University
Request for Trustee Action
Date:
Subject:
September 30,2014
New Residence Hall Declaration of Official Intent - Project and Financing Approval
RESOLUTION
The Framingham State University Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approves the attached
Declaration of Official lntent - Project and Financing Approval for the New (Maynard Road) Residence Hall, as
previously approved by the Massachusetts State College Building Authority (MSCBA) {with subsequent
approval required of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Board of Higher Education (BHE)1. This approval
permits borrowing up to a maximum of 544,000,000 in project funds, in addition to associated issuance and
reserves funds, in support of the described project with construction commencement anticipated Spring
2At4 and completion anticipated Fall 2015.
Attachment 5a
RESOLUTION OF THE
MAS SACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE B UILDING AUTHORITY
APPROVING A PROJECT FOR
FRAMINGHAM STATE UNIVERSITY
DECLARATION OF OFFICIAL INTENT
NEW RESIDENCE HAI,L
MSCBA PROJECT NO. FRA.O652-12
VOTED:
i. The Massachusetts State College Building Autliority (the "Authority") hereby approves the
undertaking by the Authority of the proiect for Framingham State University (the
"University") described in Exhibit A attached hereto and as more fully described in the
study entitled "Framingham State University New Student Housing Capacity" prepared by
Architectural Resources of Cambridge (ARC) and dated February I1,2014, and as such
project may be modified from time to time pllrsuant to approval of or power granted by the
Authority (such project as so described and as it may be so modified being called the
"Project").
2. It is hereby declared to be the official intent of the Authority, as refered to in Section
1.150-2 of the Treasury Regulations promulgated under the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (the "Code"), that the Authority be reimbursed from the proceeds of tax-
exempt bonds reasonably expected to be issued in a maximum principal amount of$_ for expenditures for the Project (or the projects described in Exhibit A attached
hereto) paid from available funds of the Authority, the Department of Higher Education or
the University or other sources on or after the date which is 60 days prior to the effective
date of this declaration of official intent (except for certain "preliminary expenditures" as
defined in Section 1.150-2 of the Code which are not subject to such time limitation.)
Approved in Public Meeting of the Authority
October 7,2014
Attachment 5a
EXHIBIT A
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE BUILDING AUTHORITY
FRAMINGHAM STATE UNIVERSITY
NEW RESIDENCE HALL
Project Description
1. The leasing by the Authority. as lessee, from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the
"Commonwealth") (or an entity authorized to act therefor. as lessor, of a parcel of land in
Framingham, Massachusetts on the campus of Framingham State University (the "University").
2. The acquisition by the Authority of a parcel or parcels of land and any improvements thereon
iocated in proximity to Framingham State University in the Town of Framingham, Massachusetts;
and the transfer of such parcel by the Authority to the Commonwealth (or an entity authorized to
act therefor).
3. The carrying out of plelirninary work, including the obtaining of cost estimates, revenue estimates.
preliminary design specifications, f'easibility studies. sul'veys, and site analyses to deterrnine the
feasibility. approxirnate size, scope. purposes, location, and other characteristics of any building.
structure or facility the Authority is authorized by Chapter 703 of the Acts of 1963, as amended, to
provide.
4. The construction on such parcels and the furnishing and equipping of a facility primarily for use by
the University consisting generally of
a. student residential facilities, including living accommodations containing beds primarily
for use by students and staff of the University, and their dependents, and a portion of which
may be for use (pursuant to one or more leases or other contmctual arrangements) by
persons affiliated with one or more other institutions, as well as associated common spaces,
and
b. associated parking areas if required, and ancillary facilities, which may contain space for
retail food service and other retail and commercial purposes, non-profit and/or
governmental uses (any of which uses and the operation and maintenance of all or any part
of which facility may be pursuant to one or more leases or other contractual arrangements
with appropriate persons or entities (including persons or entities engaged in for-profit
enterprises)).
5. The carrying out of improvements, renovations, and other work on and the provision and
installation of furniture, fixtures, and other equipment for other buildings, stlucturcs, or facilities
now or hereafter owned or leased by the Authority, or used primarily by the students and staff of
the University, and their dependents. and which the Authority is authorized by Chapter 703 of the
Acts of 1963, as amended, to provide.
Attachment 5a
Project Overview
Framingham State University and the Massachusetts State College Building Authority (MSCBA) propose
the construction of a new 316 bed residence hall. The housing capacity is required to replicate the housing
capacity in O'Connor Hall which will be converted to faculty offices and a modest gain to keep up with
current and projected demand. The building will be located along Maynard Road in accordance with the
recently updated Campus Master Plan produced by Chan Kreiger/I.{BBJ and additional planning studies by
ADD Inc. Architectural Resources of Cambridge (ARC) and Stegman & Associates were retained to
develop the program and to design the residence hall. This new residence hall will be composed of semi-
suites of joined doubles or singles with compartmentalized baths. Lounges with kitchenettes on each
residential floor, common space, game room, laundry, and full kitchen on the ground floor will round out
the building program, This configuration will allow this residence hall the flexibility to house first-year
students, sophomores, and upper classmen as the University's housing model encourages a mix from all
class vears.
Costs
Residence Hall Total Project Cost
CapVFinancing Cost/Reserves
Total Bond Proceeds
Schedule
Study Completion
Design Completion
Construction Start
Occupy Facility
Site Plan
$44.000.000
February 2014
January 2015
March 2015
August 2016
Annual Rents (FY17)
Corrine Hall Towers
Horace Mann
Larned Hall
Linsley (Traditronal)
Linsley (Suites)
Peirce Hall
North Hall (Suites/Singles)
North Hall (Doubles)
New Residence Hall
Market Data
Off-Campus (Average)
$ 7,580
7,580
7,580
7,580
8,580
7,590
9,580
8,580
8,580
Proposed New Residence Hall
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FRAMINGHAM RES HALL SYSTEM FORECAST
BEGINNING FUND BALANCE as of lulY I
lncome for oeriod
System Residences
Campus - North Hall
tgi:ilf';'ffi*:-,"
Summer Conferences Fees
Room Damage Assessments
Other lncome
Total lncome
Disbursements for oeriod
AA Employee Compensation
BB Employee Related Expenses
CC Special Employees/Students
DD Fringe Benefits, Insurance
EE Administrative Expenses
FF Facility Operational Exp.
GG Energy/Sewer & Water
HH Consultant Services
JJ Operational Services
KK Equipment
LL Maintenance, Repair
MM Room Damage Expenditures
NN Infrastructure C/M
RR Benefit Program - See Below
UU Technology Related Expenses
Subtotal Building Costs
Growth Avg.:
TT MSCBA Pavments
System Payment (including Foster & O'Connor)
Rep'air Bonds (see detail)
North Hall Debt Service (see detail)
BAB Debt Service Payment Adjustment
Future Repoir Bonds (lan. i9 SSM; lon. '23 58M issue; lon '28 512M issue,
FYO9
Actual
s811,812
57,560,702
55L,724
522,272
542,7O7
So
534,4L7
7
FY12
Actual
S939,793
59,181,114
s3,030,250
Ss2,670
s8,334
s7,467
So
s4s,o21
FY13
Actual
st,178,gil
59,728,690
s3,2O9,22O
553,009
s2,568
$2,7OO
5o
544,9s3
to7.3t2
FY14
Budseted
s1,385,601
Ss,ssa,rao
s3,421.,300
552,600
slo,ooo
s4,732
Ssoo
s4s,s00
120
EE
Prooosed
5t,476,597
Sto,zaLttz
53,427,7L2
552,751'
S12,5oo
s4,740
Sr,soo
s45,500
FY16
EStrllE
91,62,458
s10,850,440
s3,534,045
s53,(x)0
s12,500
s5,oo0
s1,5fi)
s45,5Oo
1
FYrT
Estimate
Add. Net New
less O'Connor Capital
$5,102,
s2,062,
52,
2,098;
S4o,oq
8.6%
s87s,s79
S1,854
Sszs,gsa
s266,545
s154,380
s173,386
s822,319
s4,483
irc,aqz
'rt,423S178,s84
s4,405
s85,621
So
s79,776
53,349,782
Stlqs,gez
s2,357,926
5o
32.3"t6
51,279,736
Sq,osr
s899,170
5434,737
5t72,14t
Szoo,Bq
51,294,245
s3,283
572,3s0
s93,035
Szoq,oos
52,47O
s630,318
5o
s9.39s
$5,299,138
Sz,Lzg,gtz
52,699,094
51,742,225
s.7%
5t,434,27O
s5,t76
s918,873
s37s,978
s787,27O
5t99,922
s1,325,500
56,994
s18,0s3
s9,230
Szeq,ssz
st4,377
5773,423
50
S1os,s76
$5,111,288
s2,406,990
s2,647,456
52,418,LgI
3.L"/6
s1,481,829
s2o,65o
s1,015,077
5472,128
s382,500
s129,545
S1,363,366
518,000
s48,420
543,5s0
s145,750
s58,000
51,010,708
50
sr27,400
s6,258,123
s2,398,118
52,529,329
5t,78L,126
s40,000
s1,532,211
s27,27o
S1,048,575
s474,985
s393,975
s133,534
S1,397,450
S18,s4o
s49,873
544,s5O
S14s,6s3
s58,375
s1,230,000
50
s125,000
s6,578,400
s2,471,642
52,627,672
1,919,100
540,000
4.9/.
s1,585,839
S22,ot4
s1,085,275
Ssoz,coS
s405,794
5137,540
s1,432,385
s19,096
s51,359
s45,308
s154,143
s50,125
s1,53o,ooo
so
s125.000
57,162,359
52,425,522
s2,628,992
1,953,453
s40,000
Res Holl Debt Servlce - $tUM (FYl6 - 9 monthsl
Replacement Reserve
System and Campus Payments S4,lo7,gtg $6,s7o,23t s7,472,627
5287,900
s5,84,9,573
s288,000
56,998,414 s7,I04g,%7
RR Housing Grant Program
Other Disbursements
s144,ooo. s252,400 s288,000 s320,000 s340,ql
,o;qtq s2s8,1os sTo,ooo s75,OO0 sZ0,OOO s70,000 57o,oq
o'connor t ease So , 50 ., So , 59 , 50 , ,{ , ., f
ftbrot f oth.r coats 
--- 
52aAA S510.50s $357,900 9363,000 9358,00 $3s,0O S41od
NET GA|N (IOSS) / TOTAL INCOME t.to/o
FUND BAI.ANCE / TOTAL INCOME
Euildine
Corinne
Horace Mann
Larned
Iinsfey-traditional*
Linsley-suites'
Peirce
Subtotal
O'Connor
FY1,2
Rent Cert
Ssgo
7.104
FYl3
Rent Cert
100% Occupancy
FYl5
Revenue
53,2!5,521
s595,421
Sz,zsz,tcl
54eLzA
5590,4q
s7s9.22(
S8,003,95(
S1.s37.58(
s9,541,v1
S1,603,94(
s1.911.66(
Beds
504
109
353
77
80
119
L242
241
55,495
s5,495
55,495
s5,495
s5,495
s5,495
ss,4es
57,25O
S8,2so
Ss,ees
s5,885
55,885
s5,885
s6,885
s5,885
5s,88s
57,630
s8,630
(5r,zso1
North Hall
^DoublesDubles in Suites/Singlesv
trwRm}|rll-Doubhr
(5r,rso1
Aux Fee @ 5495{5100
rystem beds only
(51,0a01
Au fe O 5595.55
rFtem beds only
100% Occupancy
FY14
Revenue
53,055,840
5663,255
52,14&005
s458,s4s
s556,800
s724.!ts
57,G37,s7o
s1.465.48s
59,104,0ss
s1,558,170
S1.863.130
51
3,000
2,500
FY18
Estimate
5t,59t,770
59,781.,24o
53,827,2oo
$2,657,054
Sss,ooo
Srz,soo
s6,000
5r,soo
5+s,soo
5194,200
FY19
Estimate
5L,497,45O
sto,ozs,77r
53,922,880
s2,731,378
5s3,000
512,s00
So,ooo
51,soo
S+s,soo
5194,200
s6,530,852
>z,u/>)+t5
 ^ -^^ ^--> z,o lv,uz I
1 qqRql?
,,1{: i iilt :
5380,000
570,000
SO
FY2O
Estimate
s1,s97,961
s10,276,415
54,O2A,952
s2,799,662
ss3,000
s12,s00
S5,ooo
Sl,soo
S4s,soo
194,200
S0,76s,963
S2,090,028
s2,618,588
1,991.,1.16
:,,1ir (-)i if,l
s4oo,oo0
STo,ooo
50
FY2I
Estimate
s1,543,081
98% Occ
5L0,533,325
54,121,476
s2,869,654
Ss3,ooo
S12,soo
s5,000
Sr,soo
s+s,soo
s194,200
57,016,303
52,104,94s
52,620,644
2,03L,186
:'40 ,JUrl
-'l 
,l L,t .0Jc)
s420,000
Szo,ooo
F\22
Estimate
st,786,321
,t7o,1 Acc
s10,688,691
Sq,rsz,zoe
s2,911,981
ss3,000
s12,s00
S6'ooo
Sr,soo
s4s,s00
57,289,939
52,120,t84(l al 7 qn?
lltvL. tJvJ
2,O52,474
540.0U(.
>;2() Jati
s440,000
STo,ooo
So
FY23
Estimate
S1,859,010
95o,/o Occ.
510,846,349
s4,286,824
$2,9il,933
Ssg,ooo
Srz,soo
55,000
s1,soo
s4s,soo
s2,1.35,751
s2,088,601
7,072,474
!4L' Oll(j
'.:1 ,086 r,b ,-
S44o,ooo
570,000
50
FY24
Estimate
5L,762,547
95% Otr.
511,006,333
s4,350,055
s2,998,518
$s3,ooo
S12,soo
S6,ooo
5r,soo
s4s,500
\/ t\I ht/
51,472,41.7
2,092,474
:':1(r (..1{.t( i
;-- j ..i.:1), llirii
S2,88o,ooo
5440,000
Szo,ooo
So
FY25
Estimate
5t,859,297
1tr'ti 'll i
s11,168,676
s4,4s8,806
5i,073,t87
s53,000
S12,soo
55,000
>T,5UU
s4s,s00
>z,ro |,JvJ
<1 47) -tqq
) 11) 474
s440,000
sTo,ooo
s0
000
500
500
200
8.3%
Res. Hall Costs:
5,000
,000
,000
5,000
,000
repositioning over 5 yrs:
:50.9M; FY15:51.1M; FY16: $1.4M
Su p port
516 s6,310,002
(l nAl 1 11
fL,evrtL-J
52,61.7,467
2,248,806
..i.lai iiiril
5360,000
STo,ooo
So
s194,200 L94.200 S194,200
57,s88,827 57,907,557 58,247,582
15,400 s2,880,000 52,880,000 s2,880,000 s2,880,000 s2,880,000 s2,880,000 52,880,000
rs,zts i8s,tto !tn,oo8 S?'8,s15 
. 
5so.836 . 5s2,850 , 591,8s0 ,. -tqlqry . 598'8so
,1J45 -- 5r,r3r,5r' Sqg1136a 5ro,L2s"6a7 SrqL87,6n SlO,223,On 510,398,342 510,153-398 51O,L92,O31
40,000
i70,000
50
7,Lt6 5r
10,000 5430,000 s450,000 547A,AAA 5490,000 5s10,000 s510,0oo Ssro,ooo ss10,000
Ssoo s300 S24o 52oo
pancy
re
4.70%
FY16
Rent Proposed
100% Occupancy
FY16
Revenue
4.5916
FftT
Rent Proposed
L00% Occupancy
FYIT
Revenue
3.s096
FYlE
Rent Proposed
100% Occupancy
FY18
Revenue
2.5% ann. to FY25 2.096 thereafter
.15,520
,95,420
52,1-40
91.,260
90,400
59.220
03,960
37,580
4L,540
03,940
11,660
15,600
s5,580
S6,680
s5,580
s6,580
s7,680
S5,580
56,680
2.70%
s8,280
Sg,zeo
53,366,720
Stzs,tzo
52,358,O40
s5 14,360
S614,400
s794.920
s8,376,s60
s1.609.880
59,986,440
51.,637,243
S1,938,499
53,56s,742
s6,980
s5,980
s5,980
s6,980
s7,980
s5,980
3.60%
58,580
59,580
53,482,741.
Stsz,ztz
52,439,3O1_
ssgz,oes
S632,015
s822,314
s8,661,668
51,690,346
s2,001,166
)5,bvr,)Lz
5t,2zo
s7,22O
57,22O
s7,22O
s8,220
s7,220
2.80%
58,820
s9,820
53,638,880
S786,980
52,548,660(ccq q4o
A--- 
-^^)b) /,ouu
S859.180
59,047,240
51,7ss,180
s2,072.O20
53,827,2OO
(Sr,ooo1
S8,280
(51,000)
58,s80
(51,ooo)
58,820S 2, s64,1s0 52,657,054 s2,731,378
nt20r6 FY2077 FY2018 FY2079-FY2024 FY2025-Fv2030
Szao SEOO 5240 s2Ao s167
3.8% 3.9% 3.Oo/" 2.4% 2.O%
Framingham
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Framingham State University
Request for Trustee Action
Date:
Subject:
September 30, 2014
FSU Cash Management and Investment Policy FY2O15 "Appendix A" Approval
RESOLUTION
The Framingham State University Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approves the attached Cash
Management and Investment Policy including the revised Appendix A (dated September t2,20t41:
Fy2O15 Allocation of Operating/Liquidity Funds, €ontingency Funds, and Core Investment Funds.
August 27,2012
FRAMINGHAM STATE UNIVERSMY
Cash Management and Investment Policy
AUTHORITY
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 15A provides that the Framingham State University Board of Trustees
(BOT) has the authority to establish and manage trust funds. A concurrent responsibility of the management of the
funds is the thoughtful investment of trust monies. This Cash Management and Investment Policy is intended to
guide the Trustees and the University Administration in the investment of designated cash balances held in
University trust accounts.
OBJECTIVE
To establish and maintain an investment portfolio which is designed to provide for the University's cash flow
requirements and principal growth of certain funds balances. The basic objectives of the Cash Management and
Investment Policy are:
1. Safety of principal
2. Liquidity for operating needs
3. Return on Investment
4. Diversification of risk
POLICY
The Framingham State University Cash Management and Investment Policy applies to locally held funds as
identified in Appendix A. The policy specifically excludes federal or other specifically restricted allocations. All
funds are accounted for in the University's financial reports.
The cash and investrnent balances of the University arc classitjed as: 1) Bank Balances, 2) Operating/Liquidity
Fund, 3) Contingency Requirements Fund, and 4) Core Investment Fund.
Bank Balances are funds used to meet immediate cash flow needs for operations and are often required as part of
minimum balance requirements for bank services provided. The purpose of the Operating/Liquidity Fund is to
provide sufficient cash to meet the ongoing financial obligations of the University in a timely manner including
the ability to meet expenses that may result froni most unanticipated events. The Contingency Requirements Fund
aims to produce returns greater than Operuting[Liquidity Fund balances while allowing for reasonable conversion
to meet extraordinary expenses that may arise. The Core Investment Fund is a dedicated fund to meet specific
strategic investment goals of the University.
INVESTMENT INSTRUMENTS AND MATURITIES
1. Bank balance funds are held predominantly in interest-bearing checking accounts. Where account activity and
balances warrant, fund balances may be deposited in money market accounts.
Z.The maturities of the Operating/Liquidity Fund shall generally not exceed one (1) year; provided however, upon
review of the BOT Investment Committee, the University's Chief Financial Officer may invest in maturities
beyond one year if such investment is determined, after review of ongoing financial obligations and cash flow
requirements, to be consistent with the objectives of the portfolio and in the best interest of the University.
Operating/Liquidity Fund balances will be deposited with the State Treasurer in the Massachusetts Municipal
Depository Trust account or similar accounts.
3. The maturities of the Contingency Requirements Fund may exceed one (1) year, provide however, that such
maturities consider potential cash flow and liquidity requirements arising from unanticipated events. Contingency
Requirements Funds balances will be deposited in the Common Fund Intermediate-Term accounts or similar
vehicles upon approval of the BOT Investment Committee.
4. Core Investment Fund will be actively managed by a professional fund manager(s) as selected by the BOT
Investment Committee. lnvestment parameters will be governed by statute and this Cash Management and
Investment Policy.
5. The portfolio will maintain liquidity sufficient to meet operating needs.
6. All investments will be held in U.S. dollars.
7. Eligible Investments for Bank Balances Funds, OperatinglLiquidity Fund, Contingency Requirements Fund and
Core Investment Fund:
A. Bank Balances may be deposited in:
a. Interest Bearing Checking Accounts
b. Money Markets
B. Operating/Liquidity Fund for investment in the portfolio shall be limited to:
a. Obligations issued by the U.S. Treasury
b. Obligations issued by U.S. Federal Agencies
c. Obligations of banks for:
1) bankers acceptances
2) certificates of deposit
3) time deposits
d. Repurchase agreements secured by U.S. Treasury and U.S. Federal Agencies
e. Municipal securities
f. Commercial paper
g. Vehicles approved by the State Treasurer for MMDT holdings
h. Eligible Investments allowable for Bank Balances Funds
C. Contingency Requirements Fund and Core Investments Fund for investment in the portfolio may
include:
a. Corporate mortgage and asset-backed securities
b. Corporate equities
c. Mutual Funds
d. Eligible Investments allowable for Operating/Liquidity Funds
All Bank Balances ancl Contingency Fund holclings will be of high credit quality. Core Investment Fund holdings
will be predominantly of high credit quality with below investment grade securities limited to no more than 10Vo
of fund assets managed by individual investment managers. Further, Massachusetts General Laws contain
directives regarding standards of conduct and authority that apply, under general principles of law, to trustees in
their management of trusts. These broader standards obligate a trustee to make the trust property productive and
to use due care in maintaining a proper trust portfolio.
The general allocation of Bank Balances, Operating/Liquidity Fund, Contingency Requirements Fund, and Core
Inveitments Fund is specified in Appendix A. These allocations provide general parameters for informing initial
investment allocationi; actual weightings will fluctuate between periodic portfolio reviews and rebalancing.
Restrictions
The Finance Committee may waive or modify, prospectively or retroactively, any of the restrictions in these
guidelines in appropriate circumstances. Any such waiver or modification witl be made only after a thorough
ieview of the inu"rir"nt Manager(s) and the investment strategy involved. An addendum supporting such
investments will be maintained as a permanent record of the Finance Committee. All waivers and modifications
will be reported to the Board of Trustees at the meeting immediately following the granting of the waiver or
modification.
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
Management responsibility for the investment program is hereby delegated to the Investment Committee of the
Board of Trustees which shall operate the investment program consistent with this approved investment policy'
The Investment Committee shatl consist of at least three trustees that shall be appointed by the Chairman of the
Board. The University's Chief Financial Officer and the University's Director of Financial Services will be a non-
voting members of the Investment Committee. The Investment Committee shall elect a Chair. A majority vote of
the Investment Committee is required to execute business in accordance with this approved investment policy.
The Chief Financial Officer is authorized to invest, or instruct the Director of Financial Services to invest, the
College's funds within the guidelines established by this policy or as directed by the Investment Committee.
ETI{ICS & CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Trustees, officers and employees of Framingham State University involved in the investment process shall refrain
from personal business activities that could conflict with the proper execution of the investment program, or
which could impair their ability to make impartial investment decisions.
REPORTING
The Chief Financial Officer shall periodically submit to the lnvestment Committee an investment report which
summarizes investment activity and detail. Said report shall be in a format as prescribed by the lnvestment
Committee. The Investment Committee shall meet at least annually. The Chairman of the Investment Committee
may call additional meetings as necessary
DIVERSIFICATION
It is the policy of Framingham State University to diversify its investments between growth and income
instruments that are reflective of market returns and conditions. The Investment Committee may establish
strategies and guidelines for the percentages of the total portfolio that may be invested in securities other than
repurchase agreements, treasury bills or insured/collateralized certificates of deposit.
SAFEKEEPING AND CUSTODY
Framingham State University investments shall be secured through third-party custody and safe keeping
procedures. Bearer instruments shall be held only through third-party institutions.
Updated: September 12, 2A14
Appendix A: Allocation of Operatinglliquidity Funds, Contingency Funds, and Core lnvestments Funds
Fiscal Year 2015
Bank Accounts:
Funds will be held in Bank Balance accounts sufficient to meet the cash flow needs and minimum balance
requirements of the University as determined by the University's Chief Fiscal Officer and Director of Financial
Services. Funds in these accounts will be deposited and managed to 1) ensure availability of funds and 2)
maximize interest income.
Investment Accounts:
Funds available for investment reside predominantly in three of the University's Trust Fund accounts: Continuing
Education Trust Fund, College Operations Trust Fund. and General Purpose Trust Fund. These funds are invested
through the following investment managers: MMDT, CommonFund, Eaton Vance, and Boston Trust. The
Beginning FY2015 investment balances, by investment manager, and annual investment returns from FY2007
through FY2014 by investment manager - as well as by fiscal year - are as follows:
"lnvestment Funds"
(in millions) Cash Mgt
37To
Equlties,
43%
UquldlU
Funds,
$15.3M
Gore
Inwgtmem
Funds,
$21.2M
30,00/o
20.0%
n.0%
0,0%
-L0.0%
ffi-l$ @"r$ r*&-1 n
Total Portfolio
83%
2.7To
-7.8%
7.1%
9.Io/o
21%
5.4%
12.2o/o
5.70/o
rFY2007
r FY2008
rr FY2009
I FY2010
u FY2011
s FY20!2
FY2013 
.
FY2074
Annualized Avg.
CommonFund/
MMDT Short Term
Bond Funds
4s%
0.7%
L.7o/o
7.2%
2.0%
CommonFund
Index Funds
(FY14 Equity only)
6.30/o
-4.4%
-L.2%
7.60/o
13.s%
5.s%
13.8o/o
24.4%
8.,7T0
Eaton Vance
71.4%
t.6%
8.3%
15.9Y,
9.3%
Boston Trust
'J.4.5o/o
0.7%
-70.0%
L8.so,h
t5.9o/o
3.7o/o
13.2%
16.60/0
9.1%
k-**'"'& l* {M#l*"*n"w
CommonFund
Bond Funds
3.2%
2.gofr
0.lYo
33%
2.4%
MMDT
5.3o/o
4.2%
2.4%
0.s%
0.2%
A3o/o
0,20/o
0.2%
1.8%
FY}OL4 Investment Funds Performance Against Benchmarks
n FYt4 Performance ) Benchmark
28.O%
24.OYo
20.o%
t6-O%io
12.O%
a.OYo
4.O%
o.o%
g.z% 
^ ^^. 
t.2% 
.
-*'JJ'%
Liquidity - ContingencY -
MMDT MMDT ST
Bond
L5.6y;
il3.3Toffi
Contingency -
CF Bond
Fu nds
Contingency -
CF Equity
lndex
Core - Overall
Boston Trust Portfolio
Core -
Eaton Vance
24.4Yo
12.7Y"
The Board of Trustees Investment Committee is authorrzed
FY2015 within the following allocation parameters (yellow
University's Cash Mana-eement and Investment Policy:
to invest University Trust Funds balances during
box labeled "Allocalion Targets") consistent with the
tiitXt!?|jirrt,,tunds 
welghted,everrge returns for Fy14 urere 12,2t6 agrlnst r wolght€d'benchmark return ot lZ,L%
Bond allocations are at floor allocation targets; Cash Management Portfolio allocation
FSUEquitiesba|ancesareinthemidd|eoftheirrangetarget;m
Acsreg*e FSU and FSU Foundatlon detltftted "lnve$ments'
(Updrbd rr of Juno gO, 2014 - eccounUng lor EOY crjr brlancor bandcrr) Bohnccr rnd lnwlmontr Alloce$onr
us tn pa'f/n'|,cscs nof altoc,,ion b ctw.en.quilic3,ondsrbr$h,'.t'lrtwsl
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Reallocation of investment funds is considered by the BOT Investnent Committee typically on a bi-annual basis'
Based on the proposed available "Bank Balances" accounts fund balances and crurent Investment Funds allocations,
the Investment Committee considered reallocation of a portion of FSU Bank Balanc€s to "Liquidity'"
"Contingency'', and/or "Core Investment ' vehicles during FY2015 in order to achieve and maintain fhe allocation
targets identified. The Investment Comminee has been ganted authority to reallocate funds between "Liquidity
Fund' and 'Contingency Fund" calegories. Reallocation of funds to 'Core Investment Rmds" has occurred through
full Board of Trustee consideration and approval of the designation of such reallocated funds as "quasi-endowment"
prior to Core Investment categorization and investment.
The FSU BOT Finance Comrnittee has directed FY2015 reallocations as follows:
91M allocation from MMDT Cash Mgt. Fund to MMDT Short Term Bond Fund
g2M allocation from MMDT Caslr Mgt. Fund to CommonFund Equity Index Fund
Balances would be: Equities: 48%; Bonds: 22o/o; Cash Potlfolio: 30%
Reallocations under these scenarios would result in rebalanced allocations as follows:
lnvestment Class Atlocations Current Status, Policy Allocation Targets, and Rebalancing Proposal
$f .OVt from MMDT Cash to MMDT 5T Bond Fund and
. $Z.OlVt from MMDT Cash to CommonFund Equity Index Fund
Proposed Rebalanced Portfolio
r Current "lnvestment Funds" Allocations
600/o
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EquityAllocations Bond Allocations Cash Portfolio
Resulting combined FSU and FSU Foundation "Investment Fund" balances would be as follows:
Framingham
State Universitv
Board of Trustees Update
Topic Human Resources
To: Dale Hamel, Executive Vice President of Administration, Finance, and
Iechnology
From: Erin Nechipurenko, Assistant Vice President of Human Resources
Date: September 11, 201'4
Faculty/Staff Searches
. Fourteen (1a) approved faculty/ librarian searches:
o Art & Music
o Biology
o Business
o Communication Arts
o Economics
o English
o Mathematics (2 positions)
o Psychology and PhilosoPhY
o Sociology (2 positions)
o Work Languages
o Academic Diversity Fellow (1 position, FTT renewable for up to 2 years)
o Library (conversion of half-time NUP position to TT Librarian position)
. Sixteen (16) ongoing staff searches
o Associate Director /Deputy Director - Business Office
o Accounting Manager of Quality Assurance & Foundation Activities - Office of
Executive VP, Administration, Finance, and Technology and Business Office
o Staff Associate - Purchasing & Contracts Manager - Business Office
o Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer - Office of Diversity and Inclusion
o Director of Continuing & Professional Education & Workforce Development -
Office of Continuing Education
o Associate Director /Development Officer - Development and Alumni Relations
o Staff Assistant 
- 
Research & Accreditation Coordinator - Education Department
Staff Assistant 
- 
Instructional Technologist - ETO
Maintainer I 
- 
Facilities and Capital Planning (3 positions)
Staff Associate 
- 
Manager of Technical Support 
- 
ruS
Director of Metrowest College Planning Center 
- 
Metrowest College Planning
Center
Assistant Director 
- 
Student Accounts
Communications Dispatcher I 
- 
University Police
Director of University Services 
- 
University Services
Diversity Efforts
Continue meeting with search committee chairs regarding the hiring Process and to
request that search committees make significant diversity recruitment efforts.
Completed affirmative action workforce analysis and shared results with executive staff.
Placement rate goals will be shared with search committees as positions oPen uP.
Compliance Efforts
Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention and education (SHAPE) website launched
May, 2074.
Participating in the development of the state universities' new gender-based misconduct
policy and procedures document.
o Conducted training on how to conduct investigations for administrators in judicial
affairs.
. Conducted trainin g for Resident Assistants on Title IX & Policy Preventing Sexual
Harassment.
. Submitted data to Peoplefluent as part of the affirmative action plan development.
Anticipate receiving plan from Peoplefluent in April, 2014.
Training Initiatives 
- 
Future Trainings/Webinars Planned are:
o New Employee Orientation/Discrimination Training Session held on:
o June 20,20'I.,4 (L0 attendees)
. New Employee Orientation/Discrimination Training Sessions Tentatively Scheduled
for:
o October 2A,20'1,4, February 23,2A15, June 22,2AI5
. Conducted benefits overview during new faculty orientation 
- 
August 2AM
. Conducted workshops on hiring contractors and students using EPAFS & 19 Refresher
Training 
- Iuly 23,2014 (22 attendees) and August 13, 201,4 (15 attendees)
. Five workshops on hiring are scheduled for the fall2014 semester 
-2 for faculty,2for
staff.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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PERSONNEL ACTIONS
STAFF APPOINTMENTS
Amaral, Meredith
Bytyqi,Besart
Carroll, Margaret
Cevallos, F. ]avier
Chenier, john
Cote, Marc
Dargan, Susan
Facchinetti, Daniel
Facchini, April
Gardosik,Iill
Hobbs, Corey
Labeach, Michael
Linehan, jessica
Assistant Director
Admissions
staff Assistant
Interim Dean
STEM
President
President's Office
Associate Director
Graduate Recruitment
Interim Dean
Arts & Humanities
Interim Dean
Staff Assistant
Career Services
Staff Associate
Staff Assistant
Campus ID Office
Staff Assistant
Effective: 06 / 16 /201'4
Annual Salary Rate: fi46,500.22
Effective: 05 /AZ / 201'4
Effective: 09 / 01 / 2474
Annual Salary Rate: $130,000.00
Effective : 07 / 01' / 201-4
Annual Salary Rate: $250,000.00
Effective: A7 / A1 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $59,000.24
Effective: A9 / 07 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $130,000.00
Effective: 09 / A1 / 2A1'4
Effective:08 /04/2AM
Annual Salary Rate: $46,000.24
Effective: 08 / 25 / 2A1'4
Effective: 07 /07 /201'4
Annual Salary Rate: $4L,000.18
Effective: 08 / 01 / 201.4
Education Technology Office Annual Salary Rate: fi49,000.12
Social & Behavioral Sciences Annual Salary Rate: $L30,000.00
staff Assistant Effective: 10 / 06 / 2014
Education Technology Office Annual Salary Rate: $60,000.20
Staff Associate Effective: 08 / 26 / 201'4
Facilities & Capital Planning Annual Salary Rate: $60,000.20
Nefwork & Telecommunications Annual Salary Rate: $68,500.12
Residence Life & Iudicial Affairs Annual Salary Rate: $29,004.74
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Mason, Nicole Staff Assistant Effective: 08 /25 /201'4
Admissions Annual Salary Rate: $39,000.00
Miller, Lawrence Staff Assistant Effective: 08/20/20L4
Athletics Annual Salary Rate: $50,024.00
Romani, Susan Staff Assistant Effective: A8 /18 /201"4
Facilities & Capital Planning Annual Salary Rate: $45,000.02
Washington, Chon'tel Assistant Director Effective: 05 / 16 / 2014
Admissions Annual Salary Rate: fi47,000.24
STAFF PROMOTIONS
Baldwin, David Associate Dean Effective: 06 /30 /2074
Dean of Students Annual Salary Rate: fi79,368.12
Barrows' Karen f,'#:Til?:::T?J f,l'JJ: :f^#'{::"!n*r,,rrr nn
Donovan, Danielle Assistant Dean Effective : A6 / 30 / 2014
A,dmissions Annual Salary Rate: fi72,471.50
Fields, Kevin Staff Associate Effective: 06 /30 /2014
Dean of Students Annual Salary Rate: $47,1'6'l'.40
Fowler, Maureen Director Effective: 06/30/201'4
Facilities & Capital Planning Annual Salary Rate: $83199.00
Santoro, Iohn Associate Director Effective: 06 / 30 / 20L4
University Police Annual Salary Rate: $72,995.26
Tatro, Robert Director Effective: 06 /30 /2014
Facilities & Capital Planning Annual Salary Rate: $105,845.40
Ross, Dawn Director Effective : 05 / 26 / 2A1,4
Career Services Annual Salary Rate: $65,000.00
Walker, Alyssa Staff Associate Effective: 06 /30 /201'4
McAuliffe Center Annual Salary Rate: $35,508.52
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TENURE TRACK FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
Bentley, George
Gentry, Christian
Nelson- Peterman, Jerusha
Assistant Professor
Geography
Assistant Professor
Art & Music
Assistant Professor
Food & Nutrition
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $60,000.00
Effective: 08 / 24 /201'4
Annual Salary Rate: $60,000.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $70,000.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $60,805.80
Effective: 08 / 24/ 2014
Annual Salary Rate: fi46,554.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2074
Annual Salary Rate: $53,085.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201'4
Annual Salary Rate: $49,667 -23
Effective: 08 /24/2014
Annual Salary Rate: $58,988.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201'4
Annual Salary Rate: $56,980.00
Effective : 08 / 24 / 201'4
Annual Salary Rate: $58,188.00
Effective: A8 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $55,000.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2A1'4
Annual Salary Rate: fi27,981.25
FULL TIME TEMPORARY FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
Aubry, Luce
Barden, ]effrey
Bell, Dwayne
Bourdon, Dominique
Connor, Laura
Corea, Elizabeth
D'arazio, Valeria
Ewenstein, Paul
Funke, |ayson
Assistant Professor
World Languages
Instructor
Mathematics
Assistant Professor
Chemistry & Food Science
Assistant Professor
Psychology & Philosophy
Assistant Professor
World Languages
Instructor
Communication Arts
Assistant Professor
Mathematics
Assistant Professor
Political Science
Assistant Professor
Geography
Gold, Sandra
Hamada, Amal
Horn, Katherine
Leaffer, Douglas
Mancuso, Halcyon
Martinez, Carlos
Masotta, Maria
McQuaid, ]ames
McRae, Sarah
Sanchez-Connally, Patricia
Savini, Lisa
Sencicek, Mehmet
Solomon, Folashade
Stamatopoulou, Argyroula
hrstructor
Education
Assistant Professor
Political Science
Assistant Professor
English
Instructor
Physics & Earth Science
Instructor
English
Assistant Professor
English
Assistant Professor
Psycholo gy & Philosophy
Assistant Professor
Sociology
Assistant Professor
Chemistry & Food Science
Assistant Professor
Sociology
Instructor
Chemistry & Food Science
Associate Professor
Economics
Assistant Professor
Education
Assistant Professor
Chemistrv & Food Science
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Effective: 08 /24/20L4
Annual Salary Rate: $52,323.00
Effective: 01 / L5 / 201,
Annual Salary Rate: $36,350.00
Effective:08/24/2014
Annual Salary Rate: $54,974.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: fi25,335.64
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $22,3L8.35
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201"4
Annual Salary Rate: $58,L44.02
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201,4
Annual Salary Rate: $61,050.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201,4
Annual Salary Rate: $55,980.00
Effective: 08 /24/20L4
Annual Satary Rate: $28,808.48
Effective: 08 /24/2014
Annual Salary Rate: $50,000.00
Effective : 08 / 24 / 201,4
Annual Sutary Rate: $24,629.94
Effective: A8 / 24 / 20'1,4
Annual Salary Rate: $70,000.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $64,500.00
Effective: 08 / 24 / 201,4
Annual Salary Rate: 962,713.6'J,
Wolfe, Kelly
Cevallos, F. |avier
Barrows, Karen
Becker, Shawn
Bodack, Louise
Chatterton, ]ames
Fields, Kevin
Flores, Laura
Hermeling, Silka
Livengood, facob
Rolon-B arada,Israel
Snyder, Emily
Assistant Professor
English
FACULTY APPOINTMENT
Professor
World Languages
RESIGNATIONS
Assistant Director
Student Accounts
Staff Associate
ITS
Associate Professor
Chemistry & Food Science
Associate Director
Business Office
Staff Associate
Dean of Students
Staff Assistant
Education
staff Assistant
Education Technology Office
Director
Career Services
Assistant Professor
World Languages
Staff Assistant
Athletics
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Effective: 08 / 24 / 2014
Annual Salary Rate: $58,000.00
Effective:08 /24/zA14
Effective: 08 / 22 / 201.4
Effective: 07 / 17 / 201.4
Effective: 08 /22 / 2074
Effective: A8 /79 /2014
Effective: 08 / 22 / 201.4
Effective: 09 / 05 / 201.4
Effective: 07 / 3L / 201.4
Effective: 05 / 23 / 2074
Effective : 08 / 22 / 201,4
Effective: 06 / 21 / 2014
Vincent, Alyscia
Xu, Weichu
Zampini, Charlotte
Staff Assistant
Residence Life & Iudicial Affairs
Assistant Professor
Economics & Business Admin.
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Effective:07 /L0/zA14
Effectivez A8 / 22/ 20'1.4
RETIREMENTS
Associate Professor
Biology
Effective 08/22/201,4
UFramingham
State University
Academic Affairs Update
Acodemic Affairs Subcommittee of the BOT met, Wednesdoy, Sept. 1O 2014
1.0 Academic Affairs Goals 2O14-2Ot5
Strateeic Priorities: lmmediately below are the six strategic priorities that frame the 5-Year Academic Strategic Plan.
These priorities form the foundation of each of our goals during all five years of the plan. We now are beginning Year 3,
and as planned, we activated the annual budget cycle for the third year to link the approved initiatives with appropriate
funding support. We received a total of 224 requests (147 requests last year) to fund specific initiatives for the upcoming
academic year, and we were able to approve 135 (50%) as compared to last year's funding of 83 initiatives (55%). We
had 52% more requests and 63% more funded requests. Many other strategic initiatives will be fulfilled this year at no
additional cost to the institution; others will be funded by a reallocation of funds within each department. Please see the
attached for an update of our progress toward specific target goals. We also have made good progress in hitting our
Strategic Priorities' targets. At this time (after 2 years of our S-year plan), 52% of our targets already are met (L7 of 33: #
of targets met/ all possible). We will focus on those unmet targets in the upcoming year.
1) Develop and retain quality faculty and staff (3 of 7)
2l Strengthen new student preparation, induction and early academic success (2 of 6)
3) Pursue excellence and engagement in the academic experience (7 of 7l
4l Prepare students for global citizenship and competitiveness (2 of a)
5) Strengthen and expand STEM programs and student success in STEM areas (1 of 5)
6) Respond to labor market trends in academic program and center development (2 of 4)
I Focat6oals: In addition to the above priorities and linked goals, we willfocus on the following:v
as described in our strategic plan and deans proposal. We begin this fall with three academic deans and
corresponding colleges in the Arts & Humanities, Social & Behavioral Sciences, and Science, Technology,
Engineering & Mathematics. We also will search this year for a dean for the College of Education who will begin in
fall 2015. We need to review university policies to create a better fit the new academic structure. Our goal is to
form appropriate academic leadership and reporting structures that
o strengthen academic focus
o stimulate new academic programs and growth & collaborate with centers, other universities and industry
o provide better support for faculty and students
o encourage better integration of the undergraduate and graduate programs
o enable clearer student progress toward degrees
o integrate academic program-driven fundraising, and
o augment appropriate community service and involvement that is consonant with our academic programs
(transforming healthy concentrations to majors) in ways that promote growth, student success, professional
development and workforce readiness. Focus on particular undergraduate and graduate majors, concentrations,
minors, courses, continuing education credentialing (undergraduate, post-baccalaureate and graduate),
professional development, new delivery models, 5th year Masters, accelerated bachelor's degrees, online and
hybrid programs, off-site degree-completion programs, and summer programs.
staff. With regard to faculty hiring, we have raised our overall diversity among the day full-time faculty from 8.t%
(ZOLZI to L7% (6/20/t4l overall. For this year's hiring cohort, 50% of all full-time faculty hired represented diverse
Ucategories. This year, we will examine the individual units regarding diversity (faculty and students)to generate a
clearer and more specific plan going fonrvard.
Base Budset Allocation: Evaluate our current departmental budget allocation system and adjust the parameters
such that the system is based on appropriate data {# majors, faculty FTE, student class FTE + base + 5400 per full-
time faculty member).
Academic Continuitv: Complete our academic "continuity of operations plan" and phase it in over the 2014-2015
academic year. This will include the completion of planned systems for faculty and student contact in the event of
an emergency and the formation of mutual aid agreements with the community when warranted.
Accreditation: Successfully attain accreditation for the University and select programs (regionally and in the
disciplines seeking accreditation/reaccreditation), promoting higher quality programs with strong assessment
components.
o Accredited Alreadv. Seekine Reaccreditation: Visit Dates (Accreditor)
. g1[E: Fall 2014 (Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education)-reaccreditation
nOn tnmerican Oiet : Fall 2014 (Councilfor Education in Nutrition and Dietetics)-
.:TBD(firstaccreditedin2011}--upforreaccreditationin
2OL6/2017
o New Accreditations: Visit Dates (Accreditorl
. IACBE: Fall 2014 (lnternational Assembly for Collegiate Business Education) Self-Study to be
Submitted, July 30, 2Ot4; visit dates TBD, before Sept. 30,2Ot4
. !E[.(nstitute of Food Technologists), in plon, but not scheduled yet
. ABET (Accreditotion Boord for Engineering ond Technology), in plan, but not scheduled yet
. ACS (American Chemicolsociety)for Biochemistry-accredited in Chemistry, but not
Biochemistry, in plon but not scheduled yet
. NASAD: Visit Completed (Nov 77-20, 2073); finoldecision is deferred untilfoll 2074. (Notional
Associotion of Schools of An ond Design: Art & Music, Comm Arts, Fashion)
o AccreditotionsCompleted
r NCATE: April 6-9,2OL4 (National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education)-very positive
report, accred itation expected
. NEASC: March 30-April 2,2014 (New England Association for Schools and Colleges)-
reaccred itatio n expected
Student/Facultv Collaboration: Create new dashboard indicators for student/faculty collaborative work
(scholarship and creative activities) and service learning, and work to increase and monitor collaboration and
support. We completed coordination of our contract with SHl. Now we are able to begin working with Digital
Measures, a data collection and reporting software company; this will enable us to create custom reports and
indicators that fit our mission, vision and strategic priorities. We will be able to document our progress as it
relates to our strategic priorities, and faculty will be able to enter their own data one time, and have it populate
their webpages, personnel reports for promotion, tenure and reappointment, and reports that can reflect
outcomes across the institution that fit our strategic plan.
Child Care Center Transformation: Facilitate the on-campus move from the YMCA's management of an on-
campus center to the university's control and management.
2.0 Framingham Food Study: Dr. Pat Luoto, FSU Director (Attochment A)
3.0 New Faculty Hires /Attachment B)
4.0 Grants & Sponsored Programs (Attochment C)
o(PS)L**rsa,e
Brief Summary of (FSlz
The lramingham ltate Eood study, also known as (FS)2, is a landmark nutrition and weight loss study investiSating the
broad question, "ls a calorie just a calorie?a In partnership with Boston Children's Hospital (BCH), the two-year
community based research takes place at the University with measurements and data collection occurring at the (FS)'
House, 23 Salem End Road. The fi6t cohort of campus participants, includinS students, faculty and staff, beSan in mid-
August. In collaboration with Sodexo Dining Services the feeding study provides participants with all meals spanning one
academic year. This unprecedented collaboration between FSU and BCH will allow us to address critical questions in
nutrition 
- 
specifically, what is the optimal diet for long-term weight loss maintenance 
- 
that have eluded answers for
more than a century.
After a 12-week period of weight loss, study participants are randomly assigned to one of three popular diets (high-
carbohydrate, moderate-carbohydrate, low-carbohydrate). All diets consist of healthful foods prepared by Sodexo
Dining Services. During the study, participants obtain their food and beverages at the FSU Dining Commons.
Participants are compensated for the meals and for their time: maximum total value = aPproximately 56500.
participants also receive a personalized health report including changes in body fat, lean mast blood pressure, and
cholesterol levels.
who ls dolng this study?
Drs. Cara EbbelinS and David Ludwig, nutrition researchers at BcH, are the Principal Investigators.
The Nutrition Science /n,?iotive (NuSi) is the primary funder of this research study. The Robert Lloyd Corkin Charitable
Foundation contributed to NuSi and to this grant in particular.
Why thls study?
We want to know if one diet is better than another for maintaining weight loss and decreasing risk for disease. We aim
to answer questions such as:
. ls one diet better than another for "keeping weight off' and decreasing risk for cardiovascular disease, diabetet and
cancer?
. Why mi8ht one diet be better than another?
. Why might individuals respond differently to different diets?
|(ey Staff
Dr. Cara Ebbelin& Principal Investigator, Boston children's Hospital
cara.Ebbelinq@childrens.harvard,edL
Dr. David Ludwi& Principal Investitator, Boston Children's Hospital
David.Ludwir@childrens.harvard.edu
Dr. Gloria Klein, Project Director, Boston Children's Hospltal
Gloria.Klein@childrens.harvard.edu
cathy Matero, Project Manager, Boston children's Hospital
Cathv.Matero@childrens.harvard.edu
Dr. Pat Luoto, Project Director, Framingham State University
pluoto@framinsham.edu
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Fundins Backqround: Nutrition Science lnitiative
Mission-the mission of Nutrition Science Initiative is to reduce the individual, social, and economic toll of
obesity and its related diseases by improving the quality of science in nutrition and obesity research.
A letter from the Founders
"lt does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in people's minds."
- Samuel Addms
Over the course of our lives, we've witnessed extraordlnary progress in s€ience, technology, and medicine. Yet these advances have
been accompanled by disturbing, unprecedent€d Infleases in the numbers of obese and diabetic Amerlcans. These conditions, in
turn, increase the risk ofvirtually every major chronic disease, Including heart disease, stroke, canc€r, and Alzheime/s disease.
The seemingly simple question of what constitutes a heahhy diet -what should we eat to live long and active lives? - has been
mired in endless controversy. The conventionalwisdom certainly doesn't seem to be helplng- perhaps because it is ehher incorrect
or because few can follow it.
In April 2011, after a brlef email correspondence, we met in person for the first tlme. Sitting in a cafe in Oakland, california, we
talked about our personal and professlonal obsessions with diet and health, and about this national failure to successfully address
the ongoing epidemics of obesity and type 2 diabetes.
We agreed that the medical research establishment has not provided definltive, unambiSuous answers to these unresolved
questions of diet and health, Despite billions of dollars spent on medical research, the experiments necessary had never been done,
havlng been perceived as eithertoo expensive, too difficult, or slmply not worth the effort'
Our solution was to create an organization that would finally provide the full resources - regardless of cost ortechnical risk -
necessary for independent researche6 to do the demanding science that can indeed answer these controversial but critical
questiont once and for all.
with that specific objective, we founded Nutrition Science Initiatlve (Nusl) in 2012.
We are not invested in particular outcomes. We are invested in finding scientifically sound solutions. We are also fully committed to
communicating the results of this research to sclentists, policy makers, advocacy troups, the media, and the general public. We look
forward to the day when NuSl is no longer necessary when 
- 
with the full support of rigorous science- we can choose with
informed confldence what we and ourf?milies need to eat to be healthy.
We thankyou for your interest in NuSl and your consideration in facilitating significant impactful change within your own llfetime.
Gary Taubes Peter Attia, M.D.
Attachment A
Backeround: Dr. Mark Friedman (will be in attendance at the Open Housel
O Press Retease: San Diego, cA (PRWEB) November 15, 2013
Nutrition Science lnitiative Recruits Exceptional Leader in Behavior and Metabolism
Mark Friedman, Ph.D. Jolns the Nutrition science Inltlatlve as Vice Presid€nt of Research.
The Nutrition Sclence Initiative {Nusl) is proud to announce the appointment of Mark Friedman, Ph.D. asthe Vice President of Research, Friedman
officiallyioined NuSl on October 15, 2013. NuSl is a 501(cX3) non-profit organization with the mission of reducing the individual, social, and
economic burden of obesity and its related chronic diseases byenhancing the quality of science ln nutrition and obesity research.
'Mark's unlque background and expertlse bridging eating behavior and energy metabolism is criticalto Nusl's mission as we pursue the most
rigorous nutrition science to tellus once and forall, what we should eatto be healthy," said Peter Attia, M. D.. President. NuSl. He continued, "We
are thrilled that Mark hasjoined us and will be spearheadlng thefacilitation ofour clinicaltrials along with strategically planning our scientific
initiatives in the coming years,"
Throughout hls career, Friedman's research has been directed at understanding the bodily mechanisms that control eating behavior, including
overeatin8 in obesity, with a particularfocus on the role of energy metabolism and the signaling function ofthe liver. Most recently, he was a
Member and Associate Director atthe Monell Chemical Senses Center, a nonprofit, bagic research institute devoted to research on the mechanisms
and functions of taste and smell, including appetite and nutrition. He received his doctorate in 1976 from Ptinceton UniversitY and, after
postdoctoral work atthe University of Pittsburgh and the Colllge de France in Paris, taught at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst before
joining Monell. Friedman, a Guggenheim Fellowship awardee, has b€en the recipientof numerous research grants, primarilyfrom the National
Institutes of Health, and has authored over 150 papers covering empirical and theoretical work on appetite, obesity, hunger and satiety, and food
preferences.
Asthe VP of Research, Friedman willoversee Nusl's integrated research funding strategy and prioritization, He willorganize and ove6ee a
Scientific Advisory goard and several consortia of scientists to collaborate on the desiSn and execution of well-controlled experlmental studies that
directly address the most important nutrltion questions relevant to obesity, diab€tes and their.ssociated chronic diseases'
In addition to his work at Monell, Friedman's academk afffliations Include: b€int a memberofthe lnstitute of Diabetes, ob€sity and Metabolism
and the Diabetes Endocrinoloty Research Center.tthe University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; a visiting scientist with St. George's Hospital
Medical School, Depanment ol Physiology, London, UK, in 20fl); being a member of the David Mahoney Institute of Neurological Sciences at the
Uniyersity of pennsylvania, Philadelphh, PA; and a visiting scientist at the Colllge de France, Padt France in 1975-1976. Friedman is mat ied with 2
adult children and willreside in San Diego, c.lifornia.
About Nusl
NuSl builds teams of the best scientlsts in health and human nutdtion and provides them with funding and the scientific freedom to study the most
vexing he.lth and metabolic questions plaguing us today. This is don€ within an overarchint strategy tfiat systematkally tackl* some of the most
critical questions asked by those strugSling with the burden of metabolic illnesstoday'
tn 2OUt, NuSt funded and launched three landmark human trials with some of the b€st rerearch inditutions across the country - 5!3!&g!
Unive6itv. flarvard Universitv. Boston Children's Hosoital. National lnstitute of Diabetes and Dieestive and Kidnev Diseases at National lnstitutes of
Health, pennineton Biomedical Research cente., The Naomi Berrie Diabetes center at columbia universitv. and the fle!fb!!9!3l8g!g.g$Lh$itu!g
for Metabolism and Diabetes-and this isonly the beginning. Nusl-funded researchers may not share the same hypotheses for what s drivingthe
obesity ard diabetes epidemict but they do agree on Nusl's strategy to resolve it.
Founded in September 2012, Nusl operates on fundlng from private clti?ens and like-mlnded ortanizations.
Attachment A
be in attendance at the OPen Housel
Robert UoVd Co*ln Charitable Foundatlon
6 Bigelow St.
Hudson, MA United States 01749-2697
Type of Grantmaker
Independent foundation
Financial Data
(yr. ended 2012-12-31)
Assets: S23,222,856
Total givinS: s1,074550
Robert Lloyd Corkin Charitable Foundation is a non profit trust located in Hudson, Massachusetts. Charitable donations
to this organization are deductible. The organization IRS foundation code is an , which is the usual structure for private
foundations, particularly families, because it typically does not directly operate any charitable activities, The technical
IRS classification for Robert Lloyd Corkin charitable Foundation is a charitable organization.
Robert Lloyd Corkin Charitable Foundation reported S22.5 million in assets as of year-end, makin8 it one of the larger
nonprofits.
Attachment A
Hiring (Faculty Searches: Hiring for Fall 2014) Tenure-Track Faculty
* Departnent Strtus Candidate Hired Doctoral Instltution
1 Art & Music Hired. Christian Gentry Brandeis University
2 Biology Hired. Bryan Connolly University of Connecticut
3 Chemistry & Food Science Hired. Vinay Mannam tJniversity of Tennessee
4 Computer Science Hired. Satish Penmatsa University of Texas*San Antonio
5 Computer Science Hired. Changyong Chung Virginia Commonwealth University
6 Economics & Bus. Admin. Hired. *Jorge Riveras Southern New Hampshire University
7 Economics & Bus. Admin. Failed search (Acc)
8 English Failed search
9 Fashion Design & Retailing Hired. RuiruiZhang Oregon State University, Corvallis
10 Food & Nutrition Hired. erusha Peterman fufts University
11 Food & Nutrition Hired. famiCline lowa State University
t2 Geography Hlred. George Bentley University of Connecticut
13 History Hired. loseph Adelman lohns Hopkins University
t4 Nursing Hired. {nnmarie Samar U Mass-Amherst (Worcester)
15 Political Science Hired. loseph Coelho Northeastern University
16 Psychology & Philosophy Hired. Phoebe Sheau Jen Lin Wayne State University
t7 Psychology & Philosophy Hired. Devin Burns ndiana University
18 World Languages Hired. rAndrew Byrne fork University, Toronto
19 Academic Diversity #1 Oostponed
20 Academic Diversity f2 (Educl Hired. Folashade Solomon {arvard University
2t Library Ll2 FTt in 2014-15 ffi 2( rSuzanne Meunier ;earch for library faculty position
* Not in the faculty count, due to DGCE funding of line 6 and not teaching faculty in line 21
Attachment B
FY 2015 Office of Grants and SponFred Programs Update - 9/22/20L4
Funder Grant orogram PI/PD Department/office Focus Request Date submitted
Amount
awarded
Middlesex Savings
Charitable Foundation
Educational
Opportunities
Program Conley S.
Enrollment and Student
Development
MetroWest College
Planning Center s 20,000.00 2-lul!4
MA DHE
Commonwealth
Dual Enrollment
Program Greenberg S. Continuing Education
DEP (Continuing
Education) s 25,74O.OO 15-Jul-14 s 25,000.00
Google, Inc. Jung A. Computer Science
Intelligent car
Control Modular
Development s 50,000.00 24-Jut-t4 s
TD Charitable
Foundation Massad S. and Li Z.
Economics and Business
Administration
Enrollment and Student
Deve lo p m ent/Ad m i n istrati on
and Finance
Financial Literacy
course
MetroWest College
Planning Center
s 9,5oo.oo 25{ul-14 s
MA DHE PIF program
Conley S. and Hamel
D. s 186,400.00 l-Aug-14 s 199,800.00
MA DHE PIF program Vaden-Goad L. Academic Affairs PARCC s t6,783.2O 1-Aug-14 $ L6,783.2O
Foundation for
MetroWest Arts & Culture Porro l. McAuliffe Center
McAuliffe Center
space imagery s 9,998.00 6-Aug-14 s
University of
Massachusetts Boston
Asian American
Student Success
Program Ball D. Sociology
AStdIt Amerrcarrl
Undergraduates at
Non-Selective
Universities:
Experiences, Needs,
and ldentity
Formation 6,905.69 30-May-14 s 6,905.69
University of
Massachusetts Boston
Asian American
Student Success
Program Hara M. Education s 7,000.00 30-May-14 s 7,ooo.oo
Boston Children's
Hospital/Nutrition
Science Initiative
Framingham State
Food Study -
ancillary grant
Johnson A. and
Knapp A. Nutrition and Biology
Effect of Modifuing
Dietary
Carbohydrate Intake
on Lipoprotein
Subclass Distribution
and Particle Number
in FS2 20,000.00 16-Mav-14 s 20,000.00
FY 2015 Office of Grants and Sponsored Programs Update - 9/22/2OL4
Boston Children's
HospitaUNutrition
Science Initiative
Framingham State
Food Study -
ancillary grant Remington R. Nursing
The Effect of Dietary
Composition on
Cognition During
Weight Loss and
Weight-Loss
Maintenance 10,000.00 15-May-14 s 1o,o00.oo
Bose Corporation
Community Grant
Program Hamel D, Administration & Finance
McAuliffe Center
equipment request s 1o,ooo.00 18-Sep-14 s 10,000.00
BOLD: owarded
FY 2015 and FY 2OL4
awarded differential Lzt%
FY 2015 awarded to-
date: s 270,488.89
Public: s 230,488.89
Private: s 40,000.00
FY 2014 awarded lo:
date: s 122,500.00
Public: s 71,000.00
Private: S 51,5oo.oo
Pending: s 210,890.00
Public (FY 201s): $
Private (FY 2015): s 20,000.00
Carryover {public and
private, FY 2014) s 190,890.00 Private carrvover (FY 20141
Charles lrwin Travelli Fund s 15,ooo.o0
Alice S. Ayling Scholarship s 15,ooo.oo
Foundation
Total: s 30,000.00
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Division of Enrollment and Student Development
Susanne Conley, VP for Enrollment and Student Development
September 16,2014
Fall 2014 Enrollment Update
(See handout)
Division of Enrollment and Student Development Annual Goals: AY 2014-2015
The following divisional goals relate to the specific overall objectives of the University's current strategic
plan as indicated in brackets.
Student Affairs
Utilize the results of the EBI Campus-Wide Student Climate/Diversity Survey administered in
Spring 2014 to guide Student Affairs initiatives and programmingfDevelop communityl.
Collaborate with Academic Affairs to facilitate a campus-wide discussion of ethical student
conduct and citizenship in an academic community, including surveying students about current
perspectives on such issues as academic honesty and expanding available resources in this area
ID ev elop Co mmunity, P romote student suc ce s s].
Pilot a co-curricular ffanscript offering through CollegiateLinkfor student use in internship and
job searches. Utilize datafrom this pilot year to develop a robust co-curricular transcript for use
in future academic years fDevelop community, Promote student successf.
Enrollment Management
In Admissions, implement a comprehensive graduate recruitment plan; improve first-year yield
efforts through development of online deposit payment system; refresh recruiting practices
through the implementation of an appropriate CRM solution and re-design of admissions
creatives and the use of social media. flncrease studerX enrollment and qualificatiotul.
In Financial Aid, present a more responsive, timely, and competitive financial aid picture to new
students by utilizing early estimation of FA package, de-emphasizing of internal
deadlines/penalties, and empowering admissions counselors to share accurate FA information
with recruits; implement the FSU Pledge program fPromote student successf.
In Student Records and Registration Services, promote understanding of and use of university
data systems (Banner, Argos, DegreeWorks) by new and existing academic leadership through
planned trainings and increased access [Enhance and improve the University environment].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Preliminary Fall 2014 Undergraduate Enrollment Report
1. Each fall, a snapshot of enrollment is taken after the conclusion of the course "add/drop' period,
typically following the first six days of classes. These numbers include all undergraduates at the
University.
Enrollments by Class:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
TOTAL
Falt 2010
776
807
828
l,ll2
3 523
Fall2011
954
8s2
858
1,151
3,815
Fell2012
1,283
1,035
896
917
4,131
F'III2013
1,142
I,023
1,068
1,016
41249
Fall2014
1,1 l9
948
1,086
1,178
4J3r
Undergraduate Enrollment Trend :
4s00
4,40O
4,300
4,20O
4100
4000
3,900
1800
3,700
3,600
3,50O
3,4119
3,300
Fall2010 Fall2011 Fall2012 Fall 2014
Prefiminary Undergraduate Enrollment: Fall 201&Fall 2Ot4
Fall2013
2. Targets are set each year for new first-timg first-year students and new tansfer students. This year, our
initial target, set in September z}l3,wadfor 850 fint-time, first-year sfirdents and 420 new transfer
studen6. Additionally, we estimated readmitting 50 students. At this point in time (prior to census), we
have enrolled 8l I first-time, first year students,4l4 fiansfer students, and I 16 r€admitted students.
Enrollment Tanget Preliminary Count
First-time, First-Year 850 8ll
New Transfer 420 4t4
Readmitted 50 l16
Totel r320 r34r
a
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Office of the Chief of Staff and General Counsel
Rita Colucci, Esg.
September 30, 201'4
Goals FYL5*
Expand OpportunitY
. Support Office of Development and Alumni Relations with public
announcement of camPaign
o roll otrt camPaign video
o focus fall alumni maga ztne c,n campaign
o write press releases and web stories on camPaign
o Streamline HR Processes
o Ensure comPliance with ACA
o Implement time collection devices
o Convert files to electronic format
o Assist departments in developing affirmative action goals
o Conduct trainings for search committees
o Implement new hirirg guidelines for faculty and staff searches
Develop Community
. Support measures to enhance camPus culture
o Assist in conceptual development and hire of leadership diversity position
. Conduct faculty / staff campus climate survey with Committee on Diversity and
Inclusion
o Lead Jrd fumqal |anuary Professional Development Days
. Develop an emergency communications Plan
-]
Promote Sfudent Success
o Implement measures to ensure compliance with new guidance and law
pertaining to Title IX, Clery Act, Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), and
Affordable Care Act (ACA)
o Revise CamPus SecuritY RePort
o Adopt and implement new investigatory model
o Work with Student Affairs to plan and execute training for employee and
students
o Work with DHE to implement measures to meet ACA compliance
. 
prepare for Massachusetts Police Accreditation Commission recertification in
2015
. Review Emergency Operation Center Team policies, processes and member roles
to ensure adherence to best practices
*Goals related to Human Resourcre and Campus Police will diaert to AbF going fanoard.
